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ABSTRACT 
 
 

In the robotics domain today there are many 
uncertainties. Sensors fail to provide complete and 
reliable information of the world, a world that is 
dynamic with objects moving in and out of a 
robot’s perception. One way to mitigate these 
uncertainties is to share and merge information 
between robots. However, information sharing 
itself brings uncertainties and questions that must 
be addressed. What information is useful to share? 
How reliable is it? How often should it be shared? 
How should this information be integrated with the 
information already present at the receiver? This 
thesis is intended to deal with the merging of 
shared information from several distributed 
robots; information that is mainly useful for 
determining the real world positions of objects. We 
have identified some techniques for merging 
shared information and tested these in various 
different situations in an effort to determine the 
most appropriate one. Our tests show that sharing 
information can be very beneficial when objects 
are occluded from the view of one or more robots. 
The tests also show that information sharing is 
useful for decreasing object position uncertainty.  
 
 
Keywords: Robots, Information sharing, Information 
merging, RoboCup. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Many robots today rely on different landmarks in the world to determine their own 
position, which directly affects their position estimations of other objects. However, 
since they build their world models individually, they only rely on the information that 
they gather themselves, which can be insufficient and unreliable. By combining 
information from many robots, a more precise world model, where both their own and 
positions of other robots are more accurate, can be built and misinterpretations can be 
mitigated. Many considerations have to be made when sharing information, such as 
how often do we want to share, what data should we share and with whom should this 
data be shared. In addition to this, we have to consider how the data should be merged. 

1.1 Research questions 
 
We set out to find what different information merging techniques existed, and by 

evaluating them in different situations we sought to find their advantages and 
disadvantages to ultimately be able to select the best alternative for our situation. 
Information sharing is affected by several factors, and we wanted to find out which 
factors exist and how much each factor affects information sharing. 

1.2 Research methodology 
 
In the initial phase, a study of relevant literature will be conducted. The literature 

will be evaluated and existing techniques for merging world model information will be 
investigated and chosen for more thorough analysis. A number of these techniques will 
be chosen for implementation and practical experiments. Finally, the resulting test data 
from the experiments will be presented and analyzed. 

1.3 Outline 
 
Chapter 2 begins by giving an introduction to RoboCup and the Swedish-Spanish 

team “Team Chaos”. It also describes the different challenges of RoboCup 2004 and 
our contributions to these challenges. Chapter 3 explains the benefits and problems of 
sharing information, and how shared information can be stored within a world model. 
It also describes how data from several sensors can be fused together and how 
information from several robots can by synchronized. Chapter 4 describes the concept 
of filtering information and illustrates our architecture for information sharing. It also 
introduces different filters that we will test and different error sources that exist in the 
robotics domain. Chapter 5 presents a number of tests, how they were performed and 
an analysis of their results. The results of the tests are further discussed in chapter 6 
together with other discoveries we have made during the making of this thesis. Chapter 
7 gives a final conclusion and some thoughts on future work. 
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2 ROBOCUP 2004 
 

The RoboCup initiative was started back in 1997 by Kitano et al. with the 
following purpose: 

"RoboCup is an international research and education initiative. Its goal is to foster 
artificial intelligence and robotics research by providing a standard problem where a 
wide range of technologies can be examined and integrated." [Kitano 98, 
Robocup.org] 

 
The ultimate goal of RoboCup is: 
“By the year 2050, develop a team of fully autonomous humanoid robots that can 

win against the human world soccer champion team.” [Robocup.org] 
 
The dynamic environment with teams of multiple fast-moving robots makes 

RoboCup an interesting area to evaluate different technologies, such as: multi-agent 
collaboration, reactive behaviour, learning, context recognition, strategy acquisition, 
real-time reasoning, sensor-fusion and many more [Asada 99, Kitano 95]. 

The original initiative consisted of three competitions: the real robot competition, 
the software robot competition and the special skills competition [Kitano 95]. In the 
real robot competition, physical robots which made up teams of up to 11 robots 
competed with other teams on a soccer field, which was about 1/20 the size of a 
normal soccer field. The software robot competition is similar, but without the 
physical robots. Instead, competition participants made player control programs that 
communicated with a soccer simulation server that acted as a game environment. In 
the special skills competition, participants were expected to demonstrate some special 
robot skills, such as penalty kicking, goal saving, human-like actions etc. 

The RoboCup initiative has since then grown to include conferences, workshops 
and education. The competition part has also grown larger. The real robot soccer 
competition has been split up based on the physical characteristics of the participating 
robots [Robocup.org]: 

 
• Small-Sized Robot League. Two teams of 5 small robots play with no 

onboard sensors, relying on an overhead camera to provide them with 
locations of the ball, team mates and opponents, via wireless 
communication. The robots must fit within a 18cm cylinder and not be 
taller than 22,5cm or shorter than 15cm. 
 

• Middle-Sized Robot League. Two teams of 4 mid-sized robots play with 
onboard sensors. Communication between team mates is provided via 
wireless communication. The robots must be at least 30cm x 30cm x 40cm 
and at most 50cm x 50 cm x 80 cm. 
 

• Four Legged Robot League. Two teams of 4 Sony AIBO robots play with 
onboard sensors. Communication between team mates is provided via 
wireless communication. 
 

• Humanoid League. Humanoid robots show basic skills of soccer players, 
such as shooting a ball or defending a goal.  

 
There are numerous other types of competitions in addition to the soccer 

discipline, for example RoboCup Rescue and RoboCup Challenges. In RoboCup 
Rescue, multiple robots, autonomous or tele-operated, move around in a disaster area 
with the purpose of finding victims and building a map of the area. Ultimately, the 
goal of RoboCup Rescue is to enable the use of autonomous robots in real disaster 
areas, such as collapsed buildings, to avoid putting rescue personnel in danger. In 
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addition to finding victims and building maps, the goals are that the robots should be 
able to ascertain the conditions of victims, place sensors, identify hazards, identify the 
status of the building and provide structural shoring. 

The “RoboCup Challenges” part of the initiative was started to ensure steady and 
focused research progress in specific areas. The challenges change every year and are 
different for every league. A detailed description of the RoboCup 2004 Legged League 
Challenges can be found in section 2.3. When we mention to the challenges of 
RoboCup 2004 from now on, we refer to the challenges of RoboCup 2004 Legged 
League. 

2.1 Team Chaos 
 
Team Chaos, formerly known as "Team Sweden", is a team that participated in 

RoboCup 2004. Team Chaos consists of the following four sites: Örebro University 
(Sweden), Blekinge Institute of Technology (Sweden), Lund University (Sweden) and 
University of Murcia (Spain). In RoboCup 2004 Örebro and Murcia were responsible 
for the normal RoboCup football competition while Blekinge and Lund were 
responsible for the RoboCup challenges. 

2.2 Team Chaos Challenges 
 
Due to the growing complexity of the existing Team Chaos software, a decision 

was made to create a new solution from scratch using the Tekkotsu framework, which 
will be used in the challenges [Tekkotsu.org].  

Tekkotsu is an open-source application framework created and maintained by 
Carnegie Mellon University, USA. The goal of Tekkotsu is to provide a structure to 
build upon. Tekkotsu takes care of low level routines which allow programmers to 
focus on more advanced behaviours without having to first build the basic structure. 
The framework includes motion (walking and head control), monitor tools (vision 
monitor, joint monitor), remote control and debugging tools. Tekkotsu is built using 
OPEN-R, which is the standard programming interface for the entertainment robots 
from Sony [Open-r.com]. Programs are run concurrently as one or several objects and 
the environment allows for communication between objects, however the connection 
has to be defined prior to execution in a separate description file. The OPEN-R SDK 
allows for programming in C++ for several Sony AIBO robot models. In fact, the 
model is pretty much transparent to the programmer except for when dealing with the 
external sensors of the robot, which are different from robot to robot and must be 
addressed accordingly. 

The new solution was called Team Chaos Challenges (TCC). In Figure 1 you can 
see the basic architecture. Vision is a module responsible for analysing pictures taken 
by the vision camera of the robot. It should recognize objects such as the ball, and 
estimate its position among other things. Wireless is a module used for communication 
between robots; with this module it is possible to send messages to a specific robot. 
The Behaviour module decides what the robot should try to accomplish using 
behaviours in behaviour state machine. In the middle of the architecture the 
WorldState is located, which is a shared resource with information about where objects 
currently are positioned, when they were seen and so on. All other modules can 
address and use this resource whenever they need to. The GlobMap module is a 
component that runs separately and is used for self-localization, i.e. decides where on 
the field the robot currently is located. 
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Figure 1. The TCC architecture. The modules take turns to
access the world state. 

 

2.3 Challenges of RoboCup 2004 
 
There were three challenges in RoboCup 2004, of which we contributed to two of 

those challenges; The Blind Dog Challenge and the Unknown Landmarks Challenge.  
 

2.3.1 The Blind Dog Challenge 
 
The first of the challenges of Robocup 2004 was a so called Open Challenge, the 

purpose being to promote creativity and allow participating teams to present 
interesting research within three minutes time using standard Sony AIBO robots 
without modifications [Challenges 04]. The TCC group decided to present a Blind 
Dog challenge. 

2.3.1.1 Problem description 
 
The Blind Dog challenge involved three robots, one of them being blind, and a 

ball. The blind robot was an older Sony AIBO robot model, an ERS-210, while the 
seeing robots were of the Sony AIBO ERS-7 model. The two seeing robots were 
placed on the long sides of the field, one robot on each side. The blind robot and the 
ball were placed on different sides of the field. The goals of the blind dog challenge 
were to walk close to the ball, align with the goal and shoot the ball into the goal. The 
purpose of the seeing robots was to tell the blind robot where it and the ball were 
located on the field. 

2.3.1.2 Our contribution 
 
Due to the inability of the blind robot to locate itself, the seeing robots had to share 

relevant information with the blind robot so it had a better idea of where it should go 
and what it should do. The TCC implementation lacked a way for other robots to 
measure the distance to other robots by interpreting images from the camera. However, 
the blind robot was clothed in easily distinguishable colours and thus the angle from 
the seeing robot to the blind robot could be measured and shared. The measured angle 
to the blind robot was sent to the blind robot, and it calculated an intersection from the 
angles of the seeing robots to determine its own global position on the field. The same 
angle-intersection approach was applied to the ball, and tests yielded good results 
where the global position of the ball only differed 5-15 cm from the actual real world 
position. 
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Merging of data from seeing robots on a blind robot has been done before, e.g. by 
Stroupe et al.. In their implementation, the blind robot tracks the ball only with merged 
information from the seeing robots. Their results show that the tracking ability of the 
blind robot is not substantially diminished [Stroupe 01]. 

 

2.3.2 The Unknown Landmarks Challenge 
 
The second challenge we contributed to was called "The almost SLAM Challenge" 

and was meant to stimulate teams to move away from strictly defined beacons to more 
general localization solutions [Challenges 04].  

2.3.2.1 Problem description 
 
The challenge consisted of two phases. In the first phase the football field looked 

like it usually does except for the addition of some landmarks outside the field. It was 
not known beforehand how these landmarks would look like or where they would be 
placed, however some indications were given, such as the size of the landmarks had to 
be between 10 and 50 cm. In phase one, the robot had sixty seconds to explore the 
field, identify new landmarks and estimate their positions. In the second phase, all the 
normal landmarks were removed and the robot would have to use the newly 
discovered landmarks to estimate its own position. The robot had five pairs of 
coordinates on the field that it would try to walk to, while using the new landmarks for 
localization. The robot had two minutes to walk to as many positions as it could and 
the team would receive points depending on how close to the specified coordinates the 
robot walked and how long time it took. 

2.3.2.2 Our contribution 
 
The real problems in this challenge could be divided into two parts. First the robot 

had to be able to recognize new landmarks of a more general type than the usual 
landmarks. Secondly the robot must estimate the position of the new landmarks, which 
is not as trivial as it first might sound. Normally in the TCC architecture the Vision 
module would estimate the distance to an object using the known actual size of the 
object and compare this with how large the object is in the picture taken by the camera. 
But this technique can not be used with the unknown landmarks since their actual size 
is unknown.  

To get a good estimation of the unknown landmarks, the idea was to let the robot 
observe them from more than one position and try to triangulate their position. The 
problem of merging observations of landmarks from different locations made by one 
robot is quite similar to merging observations of an object made by many robots from 
different locations. Therefore we decided to create a more general information sharing 
solution so it could be used in this challenge as well 
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3 SHARING INFORMATION 
 
What is the benefit of sharing information? Information gathered by an individual 

robot may quickly become inaccurate and unusable, especially in dynamic 
environments. By sharing information between robots, it allows for a more complete 
and up to date mapping of the perceived world. Information collected from multiple 
points can reduce uncertainty, improve accuracy and increase tolerance of errors when 
estimating locations of observed objects, if the information is processed effectively 
[Cai 97, Stroupe 01]. It also helps in path planning and obstacle avoidance [Kasiński 
01]. One very good reason for sharing information is that one robot that sees a certain 
object can distribute this to the others so a robot that does not see the object will still 
know where it is. This is good because the robot that does not see the object will not 
have to spend time looking for it but can instead look in the direction of the object 
until it gets a visual of its own [Gutmann 00]. 

Information sharing is being used to improve robot coordination, cooperation, 
multi-robot learning [Mataric 97] and role assignment in dynamic environments such 
as RoboCup [Castelpietra 00, Spaan 02, Vail 03]. Information sharing is also being 
used in exploration, navigation and path planning [Ishihara 96, Rekleitis 01]. 

When it comes to information sharing you can filter or merge distributed 
observations on different levels. The concept of filtering is described in chapter 4. In 
Figure 2 you can see some different paths you can take when sharing observations. 
When a robot identifies an object with its camera, it estimates the position of the object 
relative to the robot itself using distance and angle to the object. This representation is 
called egocentric data. This data can be transformed to a representation that is relative 
to the global world and called global data. As you can see in the picture, there are two 
main paths; either you can share the global data or the egocentric data. When it comes 
to the actual filtering, this can also be done in different ways. Either the data can be 
filtered in the sending robot before it is sent or in the receiving robot after it has been 
sent. In the first case, the robot can filter its global data or even its egocentric data if 
you want to send more stabilized data. This can be a very good idea since the sending 
robot most likely would not be able to send its observations every frame, because of 
networking and processing limitations. When the data has been received by the 
receiving robot, it can also be filtered here in two different ways. Either all the data 
can be filtered together within the same filter or just the last data from each robot can 
be filtered together to get a better position estimation. In the first case, the data from 
one of the robots might be overrepresented if it has made more observations than the 
other robots, but in the second case you might risk to use old data from some of the 
robots if it has not seen the object for a while. 
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Figure 2. The figure shows different information filtering paths for two robots sharing 
information.  

 

3.1 Shared World Model 
 
When it comes to sharing information about the surroundings between 

autonomous robots you need a good way to represent the data both observed by the 
robot itself and other robots. This representation is usually called a world model. In a 
collective of autonomous robots, the world model can be stored and maintained in 
several ways; in each and every robot, in some sort of dedicated central server, 
distributed between the robots [Groen 01] or a combination of these [Gutmann 00]. 
There are different ways to store information about where an object is located within a 
world model. You can just store the exact coordinates of each object but this is not 
always a good approach since you often do not know the exact coordinates in a 
dynamic environment. One common solution is to represent a position of an object as a 
two dimensional Gaussian distribution [Stroupe 01]. A Gaussian distribution is another 
word for normal distribution, which is a statistical distribution with mean and variance 
values for a collection of data [Mathworld]. Stroupe et al. states that several of these 
distributions can be merged into an improved object position estimation [Stroupe 01]. 
Another way to store a location of an object is to use a matrix or grid with a 
probability value in each cell that tells how likely it is that the object is located in that 
position [Kasiński 01]. This method can handle uncertain and ambiguous data in a 
good way, but on the other hand it requires a large amount of data to be processed. 
When it comes to sharing a world model between several robots you have to consider 
the amount of data the world model consists of since a robot might have a rather 
limited network resource. Considering this, a smaller world model representation like a 
Gaussian distribution might be preferable to the probability matrix world model. 

3.2 Multi-sensor integration 
 
Multi-sensor integration, or multi-sensor fusion, and distributed sensing are two 

areas that are closely intertwined with information sharing.  
According to Cai et al., distributed sensing centres on integration of sensor 

information from multiple robots [Cai 97]. The integration is sometimes done by the 
robots themselves [Fukuda 96], but sometimes the results are integrated on a 
connected computer which sends the results of the integration back to the robots [Dietl 
01]. Distributed sensing can be beneficial in cases when it is more expensive to buy a 
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single multi-sensor robot than several smaller robots with fewer sensors attached. A 
single sensing robot is limited by time and space, but by using distributed sensing, 
larger areas can be covered in less time than would be possible by a single sensing 
robot.  

The concept of multi-sensor integration means the integration of several sensors, 
such as vision, laser, sonar and infrared, with the purpose that the different sensors will 
provide complementary or redundant information. Integration of redundant 
information can reduce uncertainty and increase accuracy of the objects that are 
perceived, while complementary information is needed in those cases where the 
objects in the environment can only be perceived by integrating information from 
multiple sensors [Luo 89]. Also, if one sensor is reporting faulty measurements, the 
redundant information from the other sensors can compensate for this and keep the 
information reliable. The sensors can be distributed or attached to the same robot, and 
the integration can either be done by the robot itself or by a dedicated computational 
unit. 

To draw parallels to the RoboCup domain, and especially the Sony AIBO legged 
domain, some of the available sensors on the Sony ERS-7 are; a camera, an infrared 
sensor attached to the head right next to the camera and an infrared sensor attached to 
the chest. Of course, the camera itself can not measure the distance to objects, but 
objects can be identified from the images taken and, by measuring the size of an object 
in pixels, a distance can be estimated as mentioned in section 2.3.2.2. 

The infrared sensor mounted on the head measures the distance to objects from 50 
to 1500 mm. So it would appear that there is a definite possibility to integrate the 
measurements from these two sensors. However, through testing, we discovered that 
the infrared sensor attached to the head is only reliable in the interval from 25 to 750 
mm as can be seen in Diagram 1, and it requires the observed object to be somewhat 
right in front of the head of the robot to work satisfactory. This fact, in addition to the 
fact that the infrared sensor cannot identify objects, which makes it hard to map an 
infrared observation and a camera observation to the same object, makes the merging 
of the two sensors quite difficult and hardly ever useful. 
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Diagram 1. The diagram shows the results from testing the infrared sensor of the 
Sony AIBO ERS-7 robot. The sensor measures the distance to a Sony AIBO ERS-
210 robot which was placed so the left side of the robot was facing the measuring 
robot. The different lines represent the measured distance. In this test, the head of the 
measuring robot was turning, and the angle can be seen on the x-axis. The robot, to 
which the distance was measured, was moved between the distances listed on the 
right side of the diagram.  
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The chest sensor can measure the distance to obstacles that are in the interval from 
0 to 500mm, but it is located in such a way that the angle points towards the floor. It 
appears that the infrared sensors are only useful in task planning, e.g. when avoiding 
obstacles. This leaves the Sony AIBO with only one useful physical sensor, namely 
the camera, and that might not be enough to be fully aware of its surroundings in the 
dynamic world of RoboCup. Luo and Kay point out the need for fusing information 
from several different sensors in dynamic and real-time environments so that as much 
information as possible can be gathered quickly [Luo 89]. By incorporating ideas from 
distributed sensing, but by making the information merging fully distributed, the Sony 
AIBO has the extra sensors, i.e. the other robots, to keep it up to date about what is 
happening in its surroundings. 

The concept of logical sensors is something that unifies the treatment of different 
sources of data in multi-sensor systems [Petriu 92, Kasiński 01]. According to 
Kasiński and Skrzypczyński, logical sensors can be thought of as abstract information 
sources consisting of a data source; e.g. a physical sensor such as a camera or an 
infrared sensor, but also an a priori map such as a world model of the RoboCup field, 
and a data processing method. The data processing method determines what to do with 
the gathered data. To draw parallels to the TCC implementation; the camera is a data 
source that takes images of the world, while the data processing method is the way the 
images are processed. In the TCC implementation, the images are processed in several 
ways. Shapes and colours of known objects are identified in the images. From the size 
of the shapes, a distance can usually be estimated. If the robot knows its own location 
on the field, it can determine the global position of the identified object by calculating 
the angle to the object, which is ultimately put in a global map. 

The way that this connects to information sharing is that the data processing 
methods must be able to provide data that can be interpreted by the robots with whom 
the data is shared.  

3.3 Synchronization 
 
When sharing information in a real-time dynamic environment, it is essential that 

the receiver of the information knows when the received data was gathered. Without 
some kind of timestamp, it is quite difficult for the receiver to verify the validity of the 
information, because it could just as well be very old and most likely inaccurate as 
very fresh and accurate. As mentioned by Roth et al., the latency in the wireless 
communication on the 2002 AIBO robots was experienced as very severe, e.g. sent 
messages could arrive at the receiver in 0.5 seconds but just as well in 5 seconds [Roth 
03]. This high latency hindered them from using synchronization between robots. 
However, our tests have since then shown that the communication protocol has 
improved enough for effective use of synchronization. In the tests, the latency was 
measured to be no more than 0.5 seconds at most. Stroupe et al. have done information 
merging without synchronization. They broadcast the locations of objects every cycle 
and state that it takes at most 120 milliseconds for the data to arrive. Data from older 
cycles are discarded [Stroupe 00]. 

In addition to the latency, the robots are not usually started at exactly the same 
time, resulting in time differences between the robots. Whenever a robot receives 
information from another robot, it has to convert the observation timestamp to its own 
local time, by taking latency and time difference into account. In the TCC 
implementation, each robot maintains a connection to every other robot on its team, 
sending synchronization messages at constant intervals, in this case every third second.  
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The synchronization protocol works as follows: 
 

Figure 3. The figure shows the synchronization protocol in the implemented solution. 
Apart from responding with acknowledgements, Robot2 is doing the exact same 
procedure as Robot1 is doing in this figure. 

 
1. Robot1 sends a message (SYNCH1) containing its current local time 

(LTIME1) to Robot2. 
2. Robot2 responds with an acknowledgement (ACK1) containing its local time 

(LTIME2) when SYNCH1 was received and LTIME1. 
 
Robot1 receives ACK1. By subtracting LTIME1 from the current local time, 

Robot1 calculates the latency. To calculate the time difference between Robot1 and 
Robot2, Robot1 subtracts (LTIME2 + latency/2) from its current local time. The 
calculated difference is entered into a mean value filter to keep the time difference 
robust.  

The same procedure is done concurrently by Robot2 and by any other robot 
participating in the sharing of information. The difference value is used whenever 
information is received from another robot. The difference is added or subtracted from 
the information timestamp, resulting in the information timestamp being converted to 
the local time of the receiving robot, and thus making it usable for that robot. 
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4 FILTERING INFORMATION 
 
Within the signal processing area, a filter is an algorithm that takes some input 

signal, processes it and produces an output signal. The processing part of the filter can 
perform information merging, which is why we in the thesis call information mergers 
filters. There exist many different methods for merging or filtering information. One 
method for merging information is to use a weighted average of a range of values. Luo 
and Kay describe this method as one of the simplest and most intuitive fusion methods 
[Luo 89]. It is both easy to understand and implement. A weighted average filter 
would take a number of sensor readings and add them together at the same time as 
they are multiplied by a specific weight. This weight can for example be a rate of how 
accurate the value is. When using a weighted average filter on a value, it stabilizes and 
less accurate sensor readings will not be trusted as much. Of course, this presumes that 
you have some kind of rating of the accuracy of the value being filtered. 

Another method to fuse information is to use a Kalman filter [Maybeck 79]. A 
Kalman filter can be used if the system that the filter will model describes a linear 
model and if the errors within this model can be described as white Gaussian noise 
[Luo 89]. White noise means noise that is not correlated in time, so noise prediction is 
impossible [Maybeck 79]. 

The Kalman filter provides an optimal estimated filtered value if you look at it 
from a statistical point of view [Luo 89]. The Kalman filter is not very computationally 
intensive and can be applied in many diverse areas. The Kalman filter has been used 
many times within the RoboCup domain and often quite successfully [Dietl 01, Roth 
03]. 

4.1 An architecture for information merging 
 
To be able to merge observations from robots in different ways we had to think 

carefully when designing our implementation. Some of the requirements we had on the 
architecture are presented below: 

 
• A robot must be able to send observations made by itself and receive 

observations made by other robots. It must also be able to deal with time 
differences. 
 

• The architecture must support the ability to merge observations made by the 
robot itself with observations received from other robots. 
 

• It should be reasonably easy to add a new information merging method and 
change what filters to use. 
 

• A robot should be able to filter observations from itself even though it does 
not receive any observations from the other robots and vice versa. 
 

In Figure 4 we have extended the TCC architecture with the basics of our 
implementation. To be able to handle and send visual information about objects in a 
general manner we created a structure called observation with information about when 
an observation was made, who made it, what object was observed, the distance and 
angle to the object and the position of the observing robot. We placed a module called 
InformationSharing within the Wireless module that is responsible for sending and 
receiving observations to and from other robots using the wireless LAN. We also 
created a similar module within the Vision module called VisionFilterHandler 
responsible for creating observations made by the robot itself. To be able to handle 
these observations and merge them together we needed a shared resource of some kind 
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and thus we created the FilterHandler that was placed in the shared memory resource 
called WorldState. Now both InformationSharing and VisionFilterHandler can address 
this handler. All observations, both observations made by the robot itself and received 
observations, are sent to the FilterHandler which processes them.  

The FilterHandler holds a list of FilterObjects, which maps observed objects with 
a specific filter or information merger. To clarify this even more we give an example: 
When Robot1 sees the ball with its camera it creates an observation of the ball in 
VisionFilterHandler and sends it to the FilterHandler. Next the FilterHandler finds 
the FilterObject responsible for filtering observations of the ball, which in turn inserts 
the observed information into the specific filter for the ball. Now if Robot2 has a 
visual of the ball, it creates an observation of the ball and sends it to Robot1 via the 
InformationSharing module. When Robot1 receives this information in its 
InformationSharing module, it sends it to the FilterHandler for processing. Finally the 
observation made by Robot2 will end up in the exact same filter as the previously 
described observation made by Robot1 which is necessary if we want to merge 
information from many observers. 

 

 
Figure 4. The figure shows the extended TCC architecture, 
where information sharing and filtering are incorporated. 
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4.2 Implemented filters 
 
We have created two different types of filters or information merging methods, 

which will be tested and compared to find the most suitable one for the RoboCup 
domain. One type is of the more general kind and filters single variable data, for 
example in our case an x-position on the field used in RoboCup. These filters can be 
used to filter both global and egocentric data but we have only used them for global 
data filtering. These filters are; "Exponential weighted moving average filter", "Linear 
Regression filter" and "Least mean square filter", shortened to Ewma, LRFilter and 
Lms respectively. The other type is more specialized and is specifically used to 
estimate a position of an object that is observed from more than one position. These 
filters use a combination of global and egocentric data when filtering. They are called; 
"Probability matrix merger" and "Line Intersection merger", shortened to Pmm and 
Lim. We also have one helper filter used to stabilize measurements of angles called 
"Angle group filter". From here on we will refer to the filters by their shortened name. 
The filters are here described in further detail. Where it is needed the filters are 
described with a formula and below is an explanation of what the symbols used in 
many filters mean. Filter specific symbols are described after each filter respectively. 

 
i = observation number 
n = filter-length (number of observations taken into account when filtering) 

iy = filtered value for observation i  

ix = unfiltered value for observation i  

iw = weight for observation i  

it = time when observation i  was made 
 

4.2.1 Exponential weighted moving average filter 
 
In this filter we have used the weighted average filter described above with some 

modifications. The major changes are that it has two separate weights, one for how 
accurate each measurement is and one for how old the observed value is. The filter is 
called exponential because the time weights are exponential with the newest values 
weighted highest. These two weights are then merged into one single weight. The filter 
is called a moving filter since it only filters the latest n number of values and thus 
constantly moves the filter to the newer measurements. We created this filter because 
it was the most natural and easiest information merging method. The major benefit is 
that it is very fast and reliable. On the other hand, the simplicity of the filter might be a 
disadvantage when trying to model a complex environment such as RoboCup, where 
measurements are affected by quite a lot of factors.  

 
To calculate the time weights we used the following formula:  

i
i ttime

tw
−

=
1

 

 
To add the weights together we used a simple multiplication: 

iii twaww *=  
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Here is the main formula we used in this filter: 
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time = current time 

iaw = accuracy weight for observation i  

itw = time weight for observation i  
 

4.2.2 Least mean square filter 
 
The Least mean square (Lms) filter comes from the signal processing area and is 

an adaptive filter [Haykin 91]. Lms is a filter consisting of two phases. In the first 
phase the filter must be trained with both some measured data and the actual desired 
data. The filter then calculates how much the measured data deviates from the actual 
data and creates and stores weights according to the errors and some additional 
constants. In the second phase, where the filter really is being used, the only input is 
the measured values and the filter uses its estimated weights to account for the errors 
of the measured values. One disadvantage of this filter is that you have to train it with 
some initial data and that the data must represent the actual measured values which 
will be used in the second phase or the filter would not be able to account for the 
errors. Another disadvantage of using this filter is that it is very dependent on a 
particular constant that must be set properly or the Lms filter could give very incorrect 
results. If the constant is set too low, the filter would not be able to keep up with 
changes of the measured values and if the constant is too high, the filter will overdo its 
compensation of changes in the measured values and the result of the filter will start to 
wobble uncontrollably. 

 
In the training phase the errors are first calculated after which the different 
weights based on the calculated error are calculated: 

iii yde −=  

111 ** −−− += iiii xeww µ  

ie = error (how far away from the actual value the filtered value is)  

id = desired (what the actual value is) 
µ = a constant in Lms, tells how much the filter should compensate for errors. 
 
During the actual filtering, the weights from the training phase are used to 
calculate the filtered values: 

∑
−=

=
i

nij
jji xwy *  

 

4.2.3 Linear regression filter 
 
We wanted to compare our other filters with a prediction filter, which is why we 

implemented an information merging method that is based on the statistical analysis 
method called linear regression [Körner 00]. It works like this: The method takes a 
group of values and tries to map the linear function: "y = a + b * x" to the values using 
linear regression where the x is the time and y is the measured value. When the other 
parameters of the function have been estimated, the current time is inserted into the 
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function and the estimated current value is calculated. The result of this is the filtered 
value. In other words, the filter looks at the latest measured values and analyses them 
to see how they change according to time and then predicts what the next value will 
be. If the value being filtered changes quite constantly according to time this filter 
should in theory perform well. Within the RoboCup domain such a constantly 
changing value could be the position of the ball when it is being kicked across the 
field. One advantage of this filter is that it as described above predicts the next value 
depending on the time and thus should give a good result even when the filter does not 
receive any measurements for a while. On the other hand this could also be a 
disadvantage because the filter might not keep up with sudden changes in the 
measured values since it predicts the next value. Another disadvantage is that it is quite 
complex and could be computationally intensive. 

 
We will here present the formulas for linear regression as we have used it. To 
make it easier to understand we have divided the calculation of constant b into two 
formulas:  
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To calculate the constant a, we used this formula  
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We use this linear function to calculate the filtered value using the previously 
calculated constants. 

iiii tbay +=  

 

4.2.4 Probability matrix merger 
 
This filter was created to be able to estimate the most probable position of an 

object from various observation positions without any knowledge of how far away an 
object currently is. This can be very useful if you for some reason cannot estimate the 
distance to an object and thus cannot calculate a position but only a direction. It can 
also be useful when an estimation of distance is noisy and unreliable like it can be in 
the RoboCup domain. The method creates a matrix representing the observed area, in 
our case the RoboCup field, with a probability value in each cell. When the filter 
receives an observation of an object, it draws a line from the origin of the observation 
in the direction of the observation onto the matrix. Each cell within the matrix that the 
line crosses gets an increased value of probability. If two observations like these cross 
each other, there will be a higher probability in the cell where the crossing took place. 
In our implementation we initialized the probability matrix to zero probability in each 
cell and increased it by a value of five if there was an observation. To estimate the 
position of the object, the method evaluates all probability values and returns the 
position with highest probability as the position of the object. To deal with old 
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observations, the method iterates through the entire matrix and decreases the value of 
probability in each cell every now and then. In our implementation we decreased the 
probability value with 1 each frame. The obvious advantage with this filter is that it 
does not rely on some noisy distance estimation but on the other hand it will probably 
require a good triangulation angle to work satisfyingly. Another disadvantage of this 
filter is that if you want high precision on the estimated position you must have a large 
matrix, which entails more data to evaluate and update each frame.  

 

4.2.5 Line intersection merger 
 
We did not want to completely rely on one solution to the problem of estimating a 

position from many observation positions without any distance estimation, which is 
why we decided to create another merging method in case the first one would fail to 
solve our problem for some reason. This method requires the same input as the 
probability matrix merger and gives the same type of result but it works differently. 
This method uses the observation information to create a representation of a line with 
both a start and end position. The filter iterates through its current set of observation 
lines and mathematically calculates the intersections between all lines. To get an 
estimated position of the observed object the method takes the average of the positions 
represented by the intersection points. To deal with old observations, this filter has a 
timestamp limit and throws away observation lines that are older than this limit. In our 
implementation we set this limit to 0.5 seconds. But even if an observation from one of 
two robots is too old, the filter must keep it because it needs at least two observations 
from different locations to be able to triangulate the position of the observed object. 
This filter also has an outer boundary limit which means that the filter discards 
positions of intersection points that are outside this limit. We set this limit to the size 
of the RoboCup field; (-2200 mm, -1450 mm) to (2200 mm, 1450 mm) relative to the 
centre of the field.  

 
This is the formula the filter uses to merge the positions of the intersection points 
that are within the limits. The formula is used for both x and y coordinates of each 
position.  

n

p
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k

i

∑
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kp = position coordinate calculated from two line intersections for intersection k  
k = intersection number 
n = number of intersections 
 

4.2.6 Angle group filter 
 
When the discovery was made that the angle estimation to an observed object 

made by the robot was very inaccurate and very often a total misreading, we decided 
to create a filter for stabilizing this value. The filter was called AngleGroupFilter 
simply because it works with groups of angles. All angles (0-360 degrees) are divided 
in for example 20 groups with 18 degrees in each group. If the robot estimates an angle 
to an object it is inserted in the group with that angle. When a filtered angle is 
requested, the filter simply takes the average of all angles in the group with the most 
number of angles in. This way, the angle can be stabilized without the risk that a 
deviating value will spoil it. This filter was not activated during the experiments, but is 
used in the unknown landmarks challenge. 
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4.3 Error sources 
 
There are a number of possible error sources that affect the information that is 

ultimately shared. 
 
• Measurements. This includes measurements of distance and angle to 

different objects on the field. The distance is mainly measured by using the 
camera of the Sony AIBO robot dog. By identifying known objects from 
examining colours in the camera images, the distance is calculated by 
comparing the size of the object in the image with the real world size. 
However, lighting conditions e.g. reflections or the amount of light can 
affect the interpretation of the image, for example too much or too little 
light will make the identified object look like it is further away or closer 
than it actually is. In Figure 5 and 6 you can see two images of a ball taken 
by a Sony AIBO ERS-7 robot dog in different lighting conditions. If the 
robot is calibrated to use brighter colours it might calculate the distance to 
the ball in the first image to a certain value. However, if the same calibrated 
colours are used in the second image too, the robot will probably estimate a 
longer distance since it is not as bright. In fact the robot might not recognise 
the object at all since the colours are so different in this particular case. It is 
also possible that the object is partially occluded, which makes the object 
look smaller and thus interpreted as being further away than it actually is. 
Errors in measurements are usually caused by random noise [Fukuda 96] 
and can be modelled as a probability distribution [Luo 89]. This probability 
distribution can be useful in information merging techniques such as a 
Kalman filter. 
 

• Localization. The robot localizes itself on the field by measuring distance 
and angle to landmarks around the field. If these measurements are wrong, 
the position of the robot will not be accurate. This error is propagated to the 
location of every other object observed by the robot, which if it is shared, 
differs much from the other robots' opinions of object locations. 
 

• Identification. Another error source is the identification of objects, and 
deciding whether two observations from different robots or sensors refer to 
the same object in the environment [Luo 89]. The RoboCup domain 
normally contains known objects with a known shape and colour, which 
makes it easier to identify and tag observations. However, identification 
errors can occur when the lighting conditions are different from the 
calibrated conditions. This sort of uncertainty can be represented as a 
confidence value of how confident the robot is about the identification 
[Fukuda 96]. 
 
 

 

  
Figure 5. Ball observed by a Sony 
AIBO ERS-7 robot under bright 
lighting conditions. 

Figure 6. Ball observed by a Sony 
AIBO ERS-7 robot under dark 
lighting conditions. 
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5 EXPERIMENTS 
 
All tests that involved a robot were performed on a standard RoboCup football 

field. For the tests that involved two robots and information sharing, the robots were 
placed as shown in Figure 7, facing each other. The robots constantly swept the field in 
search of the ball or landmarks by turning their heads from side to side for a total of 
180 degrees. When a robot saw the ball it started to follow it by turning its head in the 
direction of the ball. The official ball of RoboCup was used. In the tests we will refer 
to some filters with the filter name and a number extension, e.g. Ewma5. The number 
corresponds to the filter length, i.e. how many prior observations it stores. 

Prior to testing, we encountered a problem using the Pmm filter that we did not 
foresee. The problem was that if many observations were made from roughly the same 
position with approximately the same direction, the cells close to the origin of the 
observation would be overrepresented since many observations will go through these 
cells. As a result of this, these cells would end up with very high probability values 
and the estimated position of the object would be incorrect in most situations. Based 
on this, we regarded the filter as unusable and excluded it from all other tests except 
for the performance test. 
 

 

Figure 7. General test setup. The two robots were placed on each side in the middle of 
the field facing each other. 
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5.1 TCC Test 
 
In this chapter, parts of the TCC architecture were tested. 

5.1.1 Localization test 
 
In this test, the localization of the TCC architecture was evaluated.  

5.1.1.1 Purpose 
 
One of the error sources in information sharing is the robot’s estimation of its own 

position. The position estimation of other objects in the world is directly affected by 
the position of the robot. If the estimation of its own position varies greatly from the 
real world position and it shares its observations of objects with other robots, it will 
share faulty data that will be of doubtful use to the other robots. To test the TCC 
localization, we set up the following test scenario.  

5.1.1.2 Procedure 
 

Localization test positions
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mm

m
m
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Diagram 2. The diagram shows the test positions where the robot was placed to do 
localization. 

 
We used one Sony ERS-7 robot, which we placed on measured positions on the 

football field, which you can see in Diagram 2. It localized itself by turning its head 
from side to side in 180° while searching for and looking at known landmarks on the 
field, examining their size and measuring the angles to the landmarks in an effort to 
estimate its own position.  When we refer to the upper field, we mean the five 
positions on the right, while the lower field are the five positions on the left. The 
middle field refers to the three points in the middle.  
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5.1.1.3 Analysis 
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(750,450) (750,-450) View ing direction

Diagram 3. Localization test - Upper field. The robot was placed on the localization 
test positions, facing the yellow goal and rotating its head while trying to estimate its
own position. 
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Diagram 4. Localization test - Middle field. The robot was placed on the localization 
test positions where it tried to estimate its own position. In the diagram, FR stands for 
“facing right”, which is in the direction of the yellow goal, while FL stands for “facing
left”, which is in the direction of the blue goal. 
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Diagram 5. Localization test - Lower field. The robot was placed on the localization 
test positions, facing the blue goal and rotating its head while trying to estimate its
own position. 

 
To visualize the results a bit better we have divided the test results into three parts; 

localization on the upper field, which is where the robot is facing the side where the 
yellow goal is located, lower field, which is where the robot is facing the side where 
the blue goal is located, and middle field, where the robot is facing both of the goals. 
This can be seen in Diagram 3 to 5. 

The results indicate that localization is very inaccurate and the only area where 
localization is somewhat better is in the middle of the upper field. The diagrams show 
one part of that picture, however, in some cases the robot did not know at all where it 
was located on the field, which can be seen in the following figures. In the upper field 
the robot was only lost 1% of the time, while in the middle field the same result was 
25% of the time. However, in the lower field, the robot was lost for 54% of the time. 
The definition of lost in this case is when the robot no longer knows where it is located 
because it has not seen any landmarks for a while, i.e. the probability of the position of 
the robot has dropped so low that the probability is the same all across the field; 
therefore the robot cannot determine its position. Something that also can be seen in 
the diagrams is that the self localization is slightly less bad at measuring the x-position 
than the y-position. Based on this, localization proved to be all too unreliable to be 
used when testing information sharing, which is why the following tests have been 
configured to run with localization disabled, i.e. the robots are positioned at measured 
positions, and since they are not moving, they always know exactly where they are. 
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5.2 Filter tests 
 
The purpose of the following tests was to test the filters in different types of 

situations, to see where they excel and where they falter, in an effort to find the most 
appropriate one. 

5.2.1 Performance test 
 
In this test, the performance of the different filters was tested. 

5.2.1.1 Purpose 
 
The purpose of this test case was to test the performance of the different filters 

relative to each other since they will run on a robot with a limited processing resource. 
We also wanted to see how the computation time of the filters changed when the 
number of previous observations taken into account was changed.   

5.2.1.2 Procedure 
 
A large array was created beforehand with a total of 100000 randomly generated 

observations. Each filter would then process this array of observations 10 times which 
gives a total of 1000000 observations to filter. This filtering was made 15 times with a 
different number of previous observations taken into account, ranging from 1 to 15 
previous observations. The processing time was measured for each test and filter. This 
test was run on a computer instead of a robot as it was easier to set up and because we 
wanted to test the performance of the filters relative to each other. The computer where 
the tests were run had a 700MHz Intel Celeron processor and 128MB RAM. 

5.2.1.3 Analysis 
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Diagram 6. This diagram shows the results after the performance test. Each filter
would process 1000000 observations with a different number of previous observations
taken into account and the execution time was measured. 
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In Diagram 6 you can see the result of this test. Ewma, LRFilter and Lms are fast 

and their computational time increases slightly as the number of previous observations 
increase, while the Pmm on the other hand is slow and constant. You can also see that 
the computational time of the Lim filter increases quadratically.  

 

5.2.2 Position estimation test 
 
In this test, the ability of the filters to estimate the position of a static object was 

tested.  

5.2.2.1 Purpose 
 
  The purpose of this test was to see how close to reality the sensor readings are. It 

was also going to test if the estimated position of an object was improved when 
filtering sensor readings from two robots. The test was also supposed to determine 
how good the sensor readings and the filtered values are when the observed object is 
static.   

5.2.2.2 Procedure 
 
  The object was placed on different points on the field. It stayed in each position 

for approximately 20 seconds before it was moved to the next position. In that time, 
the robot would estimate the position of the object. The positions on the field were: 

(1500, 0), (750, -450), (0, 0), (-750, -450), (-1500, 0), (-750, 450), (750, 450) 

5.2.2.3 Analysis 
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Diagram 7. Position estimation test – Field overview. The ball was placed on the 
positions on the field, which are marked as Actual in the diagram. The diagram shows
the results based on the perspective of Robot1. 
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Diagram 8. Position estimation test – Errors from actual position. The diagram shows 
how large the errors are compared to the actual ball position, as calculated by Robot1. 
It shows that the filters have trouble when the ball disappears and appears at another
location. 
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Diagram 9. Position estimation test - Trained Lms. The diagram is a study of the 
performance of Lms in the Position estimation test. It shows that the trained Lms 
performed well when estimating the x-position, however the y-position estimation was 
erroneous. The diagram shows the results based on calculations made by Robot1. 

 
  The test showed that Ewma is slightly better than actual sensor readings, which 

can be seen in Table 1, as it compensates for some sensor misreadings. However, 
Lms5 and Lms10 showed the best results with mean errors of only 168mm and 
136mm respectively. You can see in Diagram 7 that the robot has difficulties 
estimating positions of objects that are far away, i.e. the positions where the 
estimations deviate the most from the actual positions. For example, the estimations 
when the object was placed at (-750, 450), which was closer to the robot, were better 
than the estimations when the object was placed at (-750, -450). As you can see, this is 
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where Lms excels above the other filters. However, Diagram 9 also shows that Lms 
especially has trouble with estimating the y-position of the object, while the x-position 
is quite accurate. When comparing these results with results from the other test cases, 
you can see that the mean error in position estimation is in general not improved by the 
object sitting still in the same position as opposed to moving around, with the 
exception of the Lms filter. The results of Lim are actually better than Table 1 shows, 
as can be seen in Diagram 8 where Lim for long periods has very small errors. 

 
  Mean error Standard deviation 
Unfiltered 207 126 
Ewma5 203 118 
Ewma10 203 118 
LRFilter5 219 131 
LRFilter10 211 121 
Lms5 168 101 
Lms10 136 118 
Lim 245 362  

Table 1. Position estimation test. Shows the mean error 
and standard deviation from the actual positions. 
Measured in millimetres. 

 

5.2.3 Occluded object test 
 
In this test, the filters were tested for how well they handled the situation when the 

ball was occluded from the view of one of the robots. 

5.2.3.1 Purpose 
 
  The purpose of this test was to test if it is beneficial to share information when an 

observed object is occluded from the view of one of the robots. Another purpose was 
to test how well the different filters performed when they only receive observations 
from one robot compared to receiving information from more than one robot.   

5.2.3.2 Procedure 
 
  An obstacle was placed in the middle of the field between the two observing 

robots. The ball was being dragged on a cart on one side of the obstacle with a 
constant velocity from position (1500, 100) to (-1500, 100). This way, the line of sight 
of one of the robots was occluded and could not see the ball for a period of time.  
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5.2.3.3 Analysis 
 

 

Diagram 10. Occluded object test – Field overview. In this test, the ball was moved in 
a straight line parallel to the x-axis at y = 100. Near the middle of the field, the ball 
was occluded from the view of Robot 1. It can be seen that Robot 1 still knows where
the ball is, because of the data received from Robot 2. The vertical lines in the middle
show where the ball was occluded from the view of Robot1. 
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Diagram 11. Occluded object test – Errors from actual position. The diagram shows 
the errors compared to the actual position as calculated by Robot 1. The vertical lines
in the middle show when the ball was occluded from its view.  

 
  In Diagram 10 one can clearly see when Robot1, which is the robot whose line of 

sight was occluded, lost track of the observed object and simply did not know where it 
was anymore. If you look at the results from Ewma, Lms and LRFilter you can see that 
they can maintain a rather good estimation of the position of the object since the 
observations from Robot2 was merged with simply no observation from Robot1. From 
the same diagram we can also see that Lim does not work very well when it only 
receives observations from one robot.  

  In the same diagram you can also observe another interesting phenomenon, 
namely when the observed object is just about to disappear behind an obstacle and is 
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partially occluded. This results in that the object looks smaller in the camera of the 
robot and it will believe that it is further away than it actually is and the estimated 
position will end up very wrong. As a result of this erroneous estimation we get a 
chance to see how well the different filters handle deviating values like this. Lms is 
barely affected by these values, Ewma is somewhat more affected, and the LRFilter is 
affected very much. 

If you look at the statistics for this test case in Table 2 and Diagram 12 you can see 
that most of the filters, with the exception of Lim, are barely affected by the occlusion 
of the object, while the unfiltered values suffer greatly when the object is occluded. 

 

 
Mean error 
(occluded)

Std. dev. 
(occluded)

Mean error 
(seen)

Std. dev. 
(seen) 

Unfiltered 1177 399 235 194 
Ewma5 185 109 213 138 
Ewma10 252 121 225 144 
LRFilter5 228 156 248 157 
LRFilter10 195 61 236 111 
Lms5 140 99 163 75 
Lms10 175 94 184 56 
Lim 617 94 123 52  

Table 2. Occluded object test. Shows the mean error and standard 
deviation from the actual positions when the ball was occluded and 
when it was seen. Measured in millimetres. 
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Diagram 12. Occluded object test – Table 2 illustration. The diagram shows the mean 
error and standard deviation for every filter and the unfiltered values when the object
is occluded and when it is seen. 
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5.2.4 Share frequency test 
 
In this test, the share frequency was altered to see how much it affected the filter 

results. 

5.2.4.1 Purpose 
 
The purpose of this test case was to test if there is a difference in the results when 

the frequency of information sharing is altered.  We also wanted to test how constant 
movement in one direction affected the filtered position estimation. 

5.2.4.2 Procedure 
 
The ball was fastened to a cart which was pulled at a constant velocity in a 

diagonal line across the field while the robots tracked it and shared the position 
estimations with each other.  

5.2.4.3 Analysis 
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Diagram 13. Share frequency test (0.75 seconds) – Field overview. In this test, the 
ball was moved with constant velocity in a diagonal line across the field. The sharing
frequency in this test was set to 0.75 seconds. The goal with this test was to see
whether the sharing frequency is a big factor or not. 
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Diagram 14. Share frequency test (0.3 seconds) – Field overview. In this test, the ball 
was moved with constant velocity in a diagonal line across the field. The sharing 
frequency in this test was set to 0.3 seconds. The goal with this test was to see whether
the sharing frequency is a big factor or not. 

 
To analyze the results of this test, the mean error and standard deviations were 

calculated for the unfiltered estimations and the different filters, which can be seen in 
Table 3 and 4. It can be seen that the mean error does not change much when sharing 
information with a frequency of 0.3 seconds or with a frequency of 0.75 seconds. 

From analyzing the test results, the disadvantage of the Lim filter becomes 
apparent, as can be seen in Diagram 13 and 14. When the ball passes the exact middle 
of the field, the ball position estimations of the Lim filter deviate quite a lot from the 
actual ball position. Dietl et al. present a similar test where the ball was rolled in a 
diagonal line across the field [Dietl 01]. Their focus was not on the share frequency, 
but on how their Kalman filter handled position estimation compared to a simple 
averaging method when the ball was static, when it was moving and when the robots 
where moving. Their result show that their Kalman filter is superior to the average 
method in all cases, however in the case of the moving ball, the difference is very 
small (10cm). Our test results are somewhat similar. Lms, which can be seen as a 
light-weight Kalman filter excels at measuring static positions, as can be seen in the 
position estimation test, while ball movement decreases its estimation accuracy. 
Similar to their test results, our representative of an average filter, namely Ewma, was 
also not significantly affected by ball movement. 
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 Mean error Standard deviation 

Unfiltered 149 164
Ewma5 119 101
Ewma10 137 93
LRFilter5 168 156
LRFilter10 147 127
Lms5 291 192
Lms10 272 220
Lim 262 209 

Table 3. Share frequency test (0.75 seconds). Shows the 
mean error and standard deviation from the actual
positions. Measured in millimetres. 

 
  Mean error Standard deviation 
Unfiltered 160 83
Ewma5 199 55
Ewma10 254 47
LRFilter5 176 132
LRFilter10 144 79
Lms5 294 143
Lms10 281 161
Lim 145 115 

Table 4. Share frequency test (0.3 seconds). Shows the 
mean error and standard deviation from the actual
positions. Measured in millimetres. 

 

5.2.5 Filter reaction test 
 
In this test, the filters were tested to see how well they reacted to sudden 

movement changes. 

5.2.5.1 Purpose 
 
The purpose was to see how well the filters handled quick changes in the position 

estimation of objects, as can be expected of moving objects, and to see how movement 
affects the filters.   

5.2.5.2 Procedure 
 
The object was rolled from position to position at a speed of 60cm/s in the 

following order without stopping: 
(-750, 450), (750, 450), (750, -450), (-750, 450) 
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5.2.5.3 Analysis 
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Diagram 15. Filter reaction test – Field overview. In this test, the ball was moved 
quickly between three points without stopping. The goal of this test was to see how
quick movement changes affected position estimation and filtering. 
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Diagram 16. Filter reaction test – Errors from actual position. The diagram shows the 
position estimation errors compared to the actual position. 
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The test showed that unfiltered positions and LRFilter5 handles quick, moving 

objects better than any other filter as you can see in Table 5. Ewma5 is slightly behind, 
and the longer filters such as Ewma10 and Lms10 can be found at the bottom of the 
list. As can be seen in Diagram 15 and 16, LRFilter has some trouble recovering from 
sensor misreadings. Compared to the results from the other tests, the mean error and 
standard deviation for unfiltered estimations are practically the same, whereas the 
same figures for Ewma and Lms are significantly worse in this test.  

 
  Mean error Standard deviation 
Unfiltered 202 141
Ewma5 241 146
Ewma10 371 165
LRFilter5 179 121
LRFilter10 209 168
Lms5 302 232
Lms10 394 220
Lim 397 250 

Table 5. Filter reaction test.  Shows the mean error and 
standard deviation from the actual positions. Measured
in millimetres. 

 

5.2.6 Accuracy test 

5.2.6.1 Purpose 
 
The purpose of this test case was to see how the different filters merge information 

from two robots where one of the robots has a good estimation of where the observed 
object is located since the object is closer to it, while the other robot has a worse 
estimation since it is further away from the object.   

5.2.6.2 Procedure 
 
The two robots were placed on the field just like in the previous test cases. The 

ball was being dragged on a cart with a constant velocity past and close to Robot1, i.e. 
far away from the other robot. The ball was dragged from position (-750, 650) to (750, 
650). 
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5.2.6.3 Analysis 
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Diagram 17. Accuracy test. In this test, the ball was rolled in a straight line parallel to
the x-axis, close to one robot and further away from the other. The test was done to
see how much the accuracy of the measurements was weighed in the filters. The
accuracy is based on distance, which means that the observations made by the robot
close to the ball, except for observations that are extremely close, e.g. 10 cm, should
be weighed more than the observations made by the robot that was further away. 
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Diagram 18. Accuracy test – Altered accuracy weights. This test was performed just
like the test in Diagram 17, with the difference that the accuracy has a bigger impact
on the filtered result. 

 
In Diagram 17 you can see that the ball position estimations of Robot2 are more 

incorrect than those of Robot1 and that they fluctuate a lot. If you look at the statistics 
of the unfiltered values for this test case in Table 6 you can see that the standard 
deviation of Robot2 is twice as large and its mean error is about three times as big. The 
idea of the Ewma filter was to weight observations differently depending on how 
accurate they are; if one robot is very sure of a position of an object, that observation 
will get higher accuracy. As you can see in Diagram 17, the Ewma filter of Robot1 
seems to weight the observations from Robot1 higher than those of Robot2 which is 
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correct since it should have higher accuracy. But if you look at the Ewma filter of 
Robot2 it seems to weight the observations of Robot2 higher than the ones from 
Robot1 when in fact it should do the opposite. We believe this has to do with the 
frequency that the robots share information. Information is not shared every frame, 
therefore the observations made by the robot itself will get more space within the filter 
so to speak. Say that a filter uses the last five observations to calculate an estimated 
position and that the robots share information every fifth frame. This means that of the 
last five observations within the filter, the robot that shares its information will only 
get about one representation at most. This results in that the filter will weight 
observations made by the robot itself higher. We decided to conduct another 
experiment, because of the results from the previous experiment, where we changed 
the filtering so an observation made by a robot would not just disappear when the 
robot had not seen the object for a while, but instead kept it within the filter and 
decreased its accuracy value over time. In Diagram 18 you can see the result of this 
experiment. The Ewma filter of Robot1 continue to weight its own data higher and the 
Ewma filter of Robot2 weight the data from Robot1 higher than it did in the previous 
test as it should do. So we must say it was an improvement and it probably should 
have been implemented like this from the beginning. 

 
In the second experiment, the weights of the observations in the Ewma filter were 
decreased like the following formula shows. This decrease was done each frame if 
the robot could not see the object until the weight was zero or it was removed 
because of newer observations. 

1.01 −= −ii ww  
i = observation number 

iw = weight for observation i  
 

  
Mean error 
(Robot1) 

Std. dev. 
(Robot1) 

Mean error 
(Robot2) 

Std. dev. 
(Robot2) 

Unfiltered 71 38 197 72 
Ewma5 92 56 212 67 
Ewma10 143 49 245 61 
LRFilter5 83 40 191 65 
LRFilter10 83 61 178 72 
Lms5 366 70 357 66 
Lms10 274 126 276 114 
Lim 568 382 163 85 

Table 6. Accuracy test. Shows the mean error and standard deviation 
from the actual positions. Measured in millimetres. 
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6 DISCUSSION 
 
When it comes to robotics and RoboCup, we have understood that faulty sensor 

readings and uncertainties are not to be taken lightly. The faults tend to propagate and 
lead to more severe faults. For example if a robot takes a picture of the ball and the 
table of colours has not been calibrated correctly, the ball will seem to be bigger or 
smaller to the robot and thus it will estimate the distance to the ball incorrectly. The 
same applies to the self localization and orientation of the robot. If it estimates the 
distance to a landmark incorrectly, it leads to a faulty global position and orientation. 
And then, when the robot estimates the global position of the ball, it will use the faulty 
robot position and orientation in addition to the faulty distance to the ball, which will 
result in a very poor estimation just because of the faulty colour calibration. The sum 
of all these errors directly affects information sharing, and the shared information will 
be quite unusable to the receiver. 

We have discovered that the robots using the TCC implementation had a very bad 
knowledge of their own position on the RoboCup football field. After some further 
investigation we discovered that the robots had a hard time identifying the landmarks 
around the field, especially the landmarks in the corners. The goals were easier to 
recognize and estimate a distance to. However, since it could not identify the corner 
landmarks, it could not triangulate its position. We have concluded that either there 
was something wrong with the algorithm that identifies the landmarks or that the table 
of colours, which the robots use to identify the colours of the landmarks, was 
calibrated incorrectly, especially the colour blue. This conclusion is based on the fact 
that the only difference between the lower and upper field in the localization test is the 
colour of the landmarks. 

One of the goals of this thesis was to find out if it is beneficial to share information 
between robots to get a better understanding of the surroundings. In some of the tests 
we discovered that the position estimation of an object made by a robot would get even 
worse after it had been filtered with observations from other robots because that robot 
had worse unfiltered position estimations. However the later robot would get an 
improved position estimation. The effect of sharing information is therefore an overall 
improvement especially in the case where an object is occluded by some obstacle 
which happens frequently in the RoboCup domain. 

We also wanted to test how the sharing frequency affected the filter result, but we 
are unable to draw any general conclusions on what impact it had on the filter results 
from the share frequency tests that were run. The only thing that we can say for certain 
is that the share frequency did not matter much in that particular test. 

6.1 Filters 
 
This section discusses how the filters performed in different tests and situations. A 

summary of the filter results can be found in Appendix A. The performance test 
measured the execution speed of the filters and the results were unsurprising. The 
reason for the Ewma, LRFilter and Lms being fast and having a slight increase in 
computational time as the number of previous observations increase is because they 
are algorithms that must calculate the same amount for each new observation. The 
reason for the Pmm proving to be slow and constant is because of the large amount of 
data it must process each time and because it always has to go through its large matrix 
to find the most probable position and decrease the probability of old observations. 
This is done once for each new observation no matter how many old observations the 
matrix contains. The reason why the computational time of Lim increased 
quadratically in the performance test is due to the increased number of combinations of 
lines that can intersect. If you for example add one observation when the filter already 
has five it must check the new observation with all the previous ones for intersections. 
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We have discovered that the Lim filter had severe problems with calculating the 
position of an observed object when the object was in the middle between two 
observers, which is why many of the test cases show high mean errors for Lim, e.g. as 
can be seen in the share frequency test. The reason why Lim fails when two robots are 
facing each other is because the angle estimations are imprecise and the algorithm has 
trouble finding intersection points. It also did not work very well when only one of the 
observing robots could see the object. This is rather obvious since the Lim filter 
requires at least two observations from different locations to get a good angle for 
triangulation to be able to estimate the position of the observed object. The Lim filter 
will therefore have to use the last observation from the robot that lost track of the 
object and that is why the result will get worse and worse until that robot can get a new 
observation of the object. One of the advantages of this filter is that it can calculate the 
position of an object without knowing the distance to it. So if the actual size of an 
object, which is used to calculate the distance to an object, is unknown and the object 
is not positioned directly in between two of the observing robots, like in the unknown 
landmark challenge, we believe this is a good solution. 

From the analysis of the position estimation test results, we could see that Lms 
excelled above the other filters because of its ability to compensate for inherent 
estimation errors. We think the Lms filter can be good if it is trained correctly, but our 
experience tells us that it is hard to do that. For example in the position estimation test, 
the estimations of the x-values were better than the y-values, which we believe is the 
result of better training data for the x-values than the y-values. The Lms is probably 
better at correcting linear errors to a single value. For example, filtering the distance to 
an object with Lms should work well since the fault in distance increases linearly, for 
example if the colours that the robot uses are calibrated incorrectly.  

From the tests we have understood that the LRFilter is not very good at following 
objects when they change directions or tracking objects where the position estimations 
deviate much, because it predicts their next positions. This conclusion contradicts the 
statistical test results from the filter reaction test where the LRFilter was the best filter 
statistically. However the LRFilter has trouble following the object as it changes 
direction but is better at following when it moves with a constant velocity, which is 
why the filter gets good results statistically in the filter reaction test. The reason to why 
the longer filters failed in the same test was because of the sudden changes in 
movement, since the longer filters have a longer list of history values, which means 
that they are less likely to react to sudden position changes but are more robust if the 
object is static. As a general conclusion from the tests, we can say that filters are 
beneficial to use when there are erroneous sensor readings involved since they look at 
more than one previous position estimation and thus work like stabilizers. If we look at 
the mean error and standard deviation from all the tests you can see that the short 
version of Ewma and the long LRFilter is rather good overall. However we still 
believe that Ewma is better than LRFilter due to the fact that Ewma is a stabilizing 
filter and not a predicting filter which means that it will constantly be a bit delayed 
compared to the actual value. From analyzing the diagrams we think the Ewma filter is 
closer to the actual values than what the mean error tells. The filter will seem to be 
worse than it actually is in the statistics since its filtered values are a bit old. With the 
LRFilter you do not have this problem since it calculates the position based on the 
current time. In RoboCup we think it is more important to have reliable and accurate 
data than the absolutely newest data. To illustrate this with an example: A robot that 
sees an object in the distance and chooses to walk to it has to have stable values, 
otherwise it would spend much of the time turning around and facing new directions 
instead of going directly to the object. We also think the Ewma filter can be even more 
improved by fine-tuning the weighting of time and accuracy of sensor readings. To 
sum it up, the Ewma filter is reliable, simple and not very computationally intensive. 
This is why we have selected Ewma to be the best filter to use within the RoboCup 
domain, at least for the challenges of RoboCup 2004. Maybe it is true what people say; 
the simplest solution is often the best solution. 
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The tested filters can of course be implemented in a hundred different variations 
but we still think we that have identified some of the advantages and disadvantages of 
using the different filtering techniques. 

6.2 Problems encountered – lessons learned 
 
This work introduced us to many, for us, new domains, e.g. robotics, information 

sharing, Linux, information merging and filtering. While it was very interesting and 
rewarding, it was quite time consuming to approach all these subjects all at once. The 
main issue with developing for robots, we experienced, is the difficulty to quickly and 
thoroughly test and debug code, partly because of the long compile times and partly 
because of the difficulties of communicating with the robot. We believe that a 
simulator would improve the speed of development tremendously.  

In the middle of our work, the decision was made to move away from the old 
Team Sweden RoboCup code to a new base, upon which the code for the challenges 
would be built. This changeover caused some delays, and since the base was 
concurrently under development it resulted in that we had to adapt to the frequent 
changes, which took some time and focus from our intended work. At times, 
fundamental functionality would stop working which made it hard for us to test our 
implementation. The lesson learned from this experience is that if you are going to 
develop and evaluate high-level functionality, be sure that the base is stable and 
thoroughly tested. 
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This thesis has investigated the area of information sharing in the robotics domain, 

with an emphasis on RoboCup. While the use of information sharing has many 
application areas, such as role assignment and cooperation, our work has mostly been 
concerned with complementary and redundant information merging on distributed 
robots in an effort to decrease the uncertainty that exist in the dynamic world that 
robots perceive. 

We have discussed some different problems when it comes to information sharing 
and with these, presented some solutions. We discovered that there are several 
techniques that can be used to merge information such as the position of an object 
from many observers. Our implementation consists of five filters that are useful in 
different situations. The thesis contains a presentation of these in addition to test 
results and analyses.  

Our work has been focused on contributing with information sharing to Team 
Chaos in an effort to solve the challenges of RoboCup 2004, while still maintaining a 
broad perspective by discussing the usefulness of information sharing outside this 
domain. We have discussed the different factors that affect information sharing and 
performed experimental tests to investigate the impact these factors have. We have 
come to the conclusion that it can be very useful to share information especially in the 
case where objects tend to be occluded by other objects like in the RoboCup domain. 

It would be interesting to test how the information sharing would work with actual 
self localizing robots where the uncertainty and faulty position estimations of objects 
most likely would increase.  

Due to the fact that the filters performed well in different situations we think it 
would be a good idea to have a filter which lets many other filters estimate a position 
and then have some sort of voting to select the best estimation or take the average of 
all results. 

During our literature survey we discovered that the Kalman filter was widely used 
in the robotics domain. However, we lacked the fundamental signal processing 
knowledge to finish an implementation of a Kalman filter in a reasonable amount of 
time, but it would be interesting to see how such a filter would have performed 
compared to the other filters. 

In the industrial world, automated industrial trucks that move materials between 
different places already make use of different multi-sensors to become aware of its 
surroundings [Luo 89]. The usage of multi-sensors increases the ability of a truck to 
plan routes and avoid obstacles. It would be interesting to see whether these kinds of 
systems make use of distributed sensing and information sharing to update the a priori 
map with dynamic information. We imagine that perceiving obstacles that block routes 
and sharing this information, either with a supervising and planning system or with 
other automated trucks, could improve route planning even more. 
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APPENDIX A 

Tables 

 
  

Position 
estimation test 

Occluded 
object test 

Shared frequency 
test 1 

Shared frequency 
test 2 

Filter 
reaction test 

Accuracy 
test 

Unfiltered 207 415 149 160 202 71 
Ewma5 203 208 119 199 241 92 
Ewma10 203 283 137 254 371 143 
LRFilter5 219 255 168 176 179 83 
LRFilter10 211 237 147 144 209 83 
Lms5 168 174 291 294 302 366 
Lms10 136 190 272 281 394 274 
Lim 245 282 262 145 397 568  

Table 1. Mean error. Shows the mean error from the actual positions for every test. Measured in millimetres. 

 

  
Position 
estimation test 

Occluded 
object test 

Shared frequency 
test 1 

Shared frequency 
test 2 

Filter 
reaction test 

Accuracy 
test 

Unfiltered 126 445 164 83 141 38 
Ewma5 118 132 101 55 146 56 
Ewma10 118 138 93 47 165 49 
LRFilter5 131 155 156 132 121 40 
LRFilter10 121 103 127 79 168 61 
Lms5 101 83 192 143 232 70 
Lms10 118 77 220 161 220 126 
Lim 362 236 209 115 250 382  
Table 2. Standard deviation. Shows the standard deviation in the estimations for every test. Measured in 
millimetres. 
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APPENDIX B 
Dictionary 

 
Autonomous robot – A robot that makes its own decisions, based on its perception 

of the world 
Colour table – A table with values used by the robot to identify colours 
Ewma – Exponential weighted moving average 
Lim – Line intersection merger 
Lms – Least mean square 
LRFilter – Linear regression filter 
Pmm – Probability matrix merger 
RAM – Random Access Memory 
Sensor – Used by the robots to gather information about the surroundings 
TCC – Team Chaos Challenges 
World Model – The robot’s internal representation of the external surroundings 

 


